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Abstract
Objective To assess radiation dose and image quality in body
CT-angiography (CTA) with automated attenuation-based
tube voltage selection (ATVS) on a 192-slice dual-source
CT (DSCT).
Methods Forty patients (69.5±9.6 years) who had undergone
body CTA with ATVS (ref.kVp 100, ref.mAs 90) using a
2x192-slice CT in single-source mode were retrospectively
included. All patients had undergone prior CTA with a
2x128-slice CTand ATVSwith identical imaging and contrast
media protocols, serving for comparison. Images were recon-
structed with iterative reconstruction at similar strength levels.
Radiation dose was determined. Image quality was assessed
semi-quantitatively (1:excellent, 5:non-diagnostic), aortic at-
tenuation, noise and CNR were determined.
Results As compared to 128-slice DSCT, 192-slice DSCT
selected tube voltages were lower in 30 patients (75%), higher
in 3 (7.5 %), and similar in 7 patients (17.5 %). CTDIvol was
lower with 192-slice DSCT (4.7±1.9 mGy vs. 5.8±2.1 mGy;
p<0.001). Subjective image quality, mean aortic attenuation
(342±67HU vs. 268±67HU) and CNR (9.8±2.5 vs. 8.2±2.9)
were higher with 192-slice DSCT (all p<0.01), all datasets
being diagnostic.
Conclusion Our study suggests that ATVS of 192-slice DSCT
for body CTA is associated with an improved image quality
and further radiation dose reduction of 19% compared to 128-
slice DSCT.

Key Points
• 192-slice DSCT allows imaging from 70 kVp to 150 kVp at
10 kVp increments.

• 192-slice DSCTallows for radiation-dose reduction in body-
CTA with ATVS.

• Subjective and objective image quality increase compared to
128-slice DSCT.

Keywords Computed tomography angiography . Radiation
dose . Kilovoltage . Image quality . Attenuation

Introduction

CT angiography (CTA) represents a well-established imaging
method to accurately and noninvasively assess vessel anato-
my and disease [1]. CTA has widely replaced conventional
angiography for diagnostic vascular imaging. Today it repre-
sents the imaging standard for planning and surveillance of
endovascular and surgical treatment of vascular disease. For
example, patients with aortic disease require lifetime monitor-
ing to exclude complications such as device migration,
endoleak formation, or disease progression [2]. The relatively
high cumulative radiation dose associated with repeated CT
imaging necessitates the development of radiation dose reduc-
ing strategies while maintaining the diagnostic yield of the
examination. Several technologies are currently available for
radiation dose reduction including automated attenuation-
based tube current modulation, use of low X-ray tube voltage,
and iterative image reconstruction [3].

Imaging at lower tube voltage not only allows for a reduc-
tion in radiation dose, but due to imaging closer to the k-edge
of iodine (33,2 keV), has demonstrated an increase in the
attenuation of iodine, consequently resulting in a higher vessel
contrast in CTA [4, 5]. A recently introduced automated
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attenuation-based tube voltage selection algorithm is charac-
terized by a task- and patient-based selection of the tube volt-
age and leads to both an optimized image quality and a reduc-
tion in radiation dose in body CTA [6–9].

A new 192-slice DSCT system, equipped with X-ray tubes
of 120 kW each, allows for imaging at tube voltages ranging
from 70 kVp to 150 kVp at 10 kVp increments. In contrast,
previous 128-slice DSCT, equipped with X-ray tubes of
100 kW each, allowed for imaging at 70 kVp and from
80 kVp to 140 kVp at 20 kVp increments. A recent phantom
study showed that the higher tube power of 192-slice DSCT
allows for low kilovoltage imaging in obese patients without a
relevant increase in image noise, because the higher tube pow-
er allows for an adequate increase in tube current also at low
tube potentials [10].

To the best of our knowledge, no study so far has evaluated
the performance of the automated attenuation-based tube volt-
age selection algorithm with 192-slice DSCT in vivo. Our
study hypothesis was that 192-slice DSCT, owing to more
flexible options for individual selection of tube voltage levels
in combination with the higher tube power, would result in a
further reduction of selected tube voltage levels and hence,
radiation dose, as well as in an improved image quality.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to determine the perfor-
mance of automated attenuation-based tube voltage selection
with 192-slice DSCT in terms of radiation dose and image
quality in body CTA in comparison with 128-slice DSCT at
similar protocol and contrast media settings in the same
patients.

Subjects and methods

Patient population

Forty consecutive patients who were referred for follow-up
CTA between November and December 2013, and who had
undergone prior CT imaging performed with automated
attenuation-based tube voltage selection, were retrospectively
included in this study. Mean body mass index (BMI) of each
patient was recorded from the electronic patient file. The study
had institutional review board approval. Due to the retrospec-
tive nature of the study, the local ethics committee waived
written informed consent.

CT data acquisition

CTA studies were performed on a 192-slice DSCT system
(SOMATOMForce, Siemens Healthcare, Germany) equipped
with an integrated circuit detector (Stellar Infinity, Siemens).
This CT machine allows for tube voltage levels from 70-
150 kVp at 10 kVp steps. The scanner is equipped with a
dynamic collimator to minimize overranging. Studies were

performed with automated attenuation-based tube voltage se-
lection (CAREkV) and automated tube current modulation
(CAREDose4D) with a reference kVp of 100 and reference
mAs of 90. The contrast media injection protocols consisted
of a tailored biphasic injection with a total bolus of 80 mL of
iopromide (300 mg/mL; Ultravist 300, Bayer Schering
Pharma). The first 35 mL were injected at 5 mL/s directly
followed by 45 mL injected at 2.5 mL/s and a 20 mL saline
flush injected at 2.5 mL/s [11].

A bolus-tracking technique was used by placing a re-
gion of interest (ROI) in the descending aorta and using
an attenuation threshold of 100 HU at 120 kVp to deter-
mine the time point of scan initiation. The CTA scan
range extended from the apex of the lungs to below the
symphysis pubis in all patients. The CT was operated in
the single-source mode, using the following parameters:
detector collimation 96×0.6 mm, slice collimation 192×
0.6 mm by means of a z-flying focal spot, pitch 1.2, and
tube rotation time 0.5 seconds.

For comparison, we used prior studies from the same pa-
tients that were acquired between May 2012 and December
2013, which were performed in single-source mode with au-
tomated attenuation-based tube voltage selection and automat-
ed tube current modulation on a 128-slice DSCT, also
equipped with a high resolution detector and a dynamic colli-
mator to minimize overranging (SOMATOM Definition
Flash, Siemens Healthcare, Germany). All prior imaging
was performed with identical scans (reference kVp 100, ref-
erence mAs of 90) and contrast media protocol settings
(80mL of iopromide, first 35mL injected at 5 mL/s, following
45 mL injected at 2.5 mL/s, and 20 mL saline flush injected at
2.5 mL/s).

All images were reconstructed with a slice thickness of
2 mm and an increment of 1.6 mm at a field-of-view (FoV)
of 450×450 mm and using iterative reconstructions (192-slice
DSCT: advanced model-based iterative reconstruction
(ADMIRE), strength level 3 [12]; and 128-slice DSCT:
sinogram-affirmed IR (SAFIRE), strength level 3 [13].

Radiation dose estimation

Radiation doses were estimated by retrieving the electron-
ically logged CTDIvol and dose-length product (DLP)
values from the patient protocols. The effective dose was
calculated by multiplying the DLP with a mean conversion
coefficient for the chest (0.014 mSv / (mGy cm)), abdomen
(0.015 mSv / (mGy cm)), and pelvis (0.015 mSv /
(mGy cm)) [14, 15]. Additionally size-specific dose esti-
mates (SSDEs) were calculated by using the conversion
factors for effective diameters from the American
Association of Physicists in Medicine Report 204 [16] with
SSDE = conversion factoreff dia * CTDIvol.
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Automated attenuation-based tube voltage selection

The automated attenuation-based tube voltage selection algo-
rithm consists of a software algorithm (CAREkV, Siemens)
which optimizes both tube voltage and tube current for each
patient to reach a user-defined image quality [17]. Based on
the patient attenuation along the z-axis, measured in the CT
topogram, the software calculates patient-specific mAs curves
for all kV levels, based on the scan range, patients’ constitu-
tion, and selected scan type. Optimal dose efficiency is then
calculated based on these kV-specific mAs curves [6, 9].

Iterative reconstructions and phantom experiment

ADMIRE represents the successor of SAFIRE and contains
three main modifications in comparison with SAFIRE. For
one, ADMIRE uses a weighted filtered back projection loop,
which accelerates the removal of geometrical imperfections.
Advanced models of the scanner geometry components are
integrated into the iterative cycles. Second, the ADMIRE re-
construction begins with iterations in the raw data domain,
followed by iterations in the image domain until a target noise
reduction level is reached, depending on the selected ADMI
RE strength level of five available levels. Noise is reduced due
to interaction between statistical modeling in raw data and
image domains, the raw data being translated to an image
domain (Bmaster 3D volume^), resulting in higher effective
iteration speed. Furthermore, a local signal-to-noise ratio anal-
ysis is performed in order to separate data into Binformation^
and Bnoise^. While in SAFIRE only the nearest data is incor-
porated in the analysis, ADMIRE uses data from a larger
neighbourhood [18].

To compare the effect of the iterative reconstruction algo-
rithm on image noise, a phantom study was performed using
an abdominal anthropomorphic phantom (Quality Assurance
in Radiology and Medicine (QRM), Moehrendorf, Germany),
serial number QSA-453) with two different extension rings
simulating a medium (350×250 mm) and a large (400×
300mm) body size. The phantoms were imagedwith identical
CT protocol parameters as patients, and the datasets were
reconstructed with the same slice thickness and increment,
as well as FoV, with both SAFIRE and ADMIRE at a strength
level of 3, similar to the patient study. Image noise was mea-
sured by placing a total of 9 ROIs in each phantom - one ROI
in liver, one in the background tissue and one in fat on three
consecutive slices.

CT data analysis

Qualitative analysis

Two independent radiologists (EL; DBH, with 1 and 10 years
of experience in radiology) assessed overall image quality on

the 2-mm axial CT images using a 5-point Likert scale regard-
ing visibility and sharpness of small vascular detail (1,
excellent image quality; 2, good; 3, moderate; 4, poor,
diagnostic confidence significantly reduced; and 5,
unacceptable, non-diagnostic) [19]. Before beginning the as-
sessment, readers were instructed on criteria of image grading
and rated five cases together. These five cases were not in-
cluded in the final study sample. Adjustment of window cen-
tre and width level settings for optimal subjective image qual-
ity was allowed.

Quantitative analysis

Quantitative analysis was done by a reader not involved with
qualitative image rating (AW, with 5 years of experience in
radiology). On the same axial images the attenuation of the
aorto-iliac system was measured using a circular ROI in the
centre of the arteries at four different locations: the ascending
aorta at the level of the right pulmonary artery (ROI 1), the
descending aorta at the level of the right pulmonary artery
(ROI 2), the abdominal aorta at the level of the origin of the
superior mesenteric artery (ROI 3), and the left common iliac
artery (ROI 4), as previously done [19]. Calcifications and
thrombus in or adjacent to the vessel walls were avoided. If
stents were present in the common iliac artery preventing ad-
equate measurements, ROI 4 was placed more distally in the
external iliac artery. The mean aorto-iliac attenuation (ROI
mean) was calculated using the previously obtained attenua-
tion values (ROIs 1-4) for each patient. Image noise, defined
as the standard deviation of attenuation, was measured in ROI
3. Furthermore, attenuation of the right psoas muscle (ROI
pm) was measured at the height of the lower pole of the right
kidney. Contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was calculated (CNR =
(ROI mean – ROI pm)/ Noise) [6]. For comparing patient size
between the two CT scans at different time points, the lateral
(LAT) and anteroposterior (AP) diameter of each patient was
measured at the level of the origin of the superior mesenteric
a r t e ry. Ef fec t ive d iamete r s were ca l cu l a t ed as

effective diameter ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

AP*LAT
p

.

Statistical analysis

Continuous variables are expressed as means±standard devi-
ation, categorical variables as medians and as frequencies or
percentages, respectively.

Interreader agreement concerning subjective image quality
was assessed by using κ statistics. According to Landis and
Koch, values were considered as: 0.41–0.60, moderate agree-
ment; 0.61– 0.80, substantial agreement; and 0.81– 1.00, al-
most perfect agreement. Radiation dose and image quality
were compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Patients’ sizes, attenuation, image noise and CNR were
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compared using t-test for paired samples or Wilcoxon signed
rank test as appropriate (following normality testing using the
Shapiro-Wilk test).

A commercially available software was use to perform all
statistical analysis (SPSS, release 22 for Windows, SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, Il, USA). A two sided p-value below 0.05 was con-
sidered to indicate statistical significance.

Results

The 40 included patients (35 men, 5 women) had a mean age
of 69.5 years±9.6 years, ranging from 47 - 87 years. Patients
were referred for clinically indicated thoraco-abdominal CTA
of the aorta after endovascular repair and/or vascular surgery
(n=34), after conservative treatment (n=6) of aortic aneurysm
(n=31), or aortic dissection (n=9). Mean time interval be-
tween the two CT scans was 6.25±4.4 months (range 0.5-18
months). Mean BMI was 26.8±4.8 kg/m2 (range 21.1 -
39.7 kg/m2). There was no significant difference in patients’
sizes between the two CTscans (mean lateral diameter, 33.6±
2.9 cm vs. 33.3±2.9 cm, p=0.662; mean anteroposterior di-
ameter, 25.6±3.8 cm vs. 25.8±3.9 cm, p=0.957; mean effec-
tive diameter 30.5±3.1 vs. 30.3±3.1, p=0.095).

Tube voltage selection and radiation dose

With 192-slice DSCT, selected tube voltage decreased in 30
(75 %) patients (by 10 kVp, n=27; by 20 kVp, n=1; by
30 kVp, n=2), increased in 3 (7.5 %) patients (by 10 kVp),
and remained the same in 7 (17.5 %) patients compared to
128-slice DSCT (Fig. 1). The resulting effective tube current
was significantly higher for 192-slice DSCT scans than for
128-slice DSCT scans (135±35 mAs compared to 151±50
mAs, p<0.01).

CTDIvol was lower with 192-slice DSCT (4.7±1.9 mGy vs.
5.8±2.1 mGy, p<0.001). At a similar scan range in the z-axis
(derived from table position, 68.9 cm for 128-slice DSCT vs.
70.3 cm for 192-slice DSCT , p=0.238), the mean effective
radiation dose with 192-slice DSCT was reduced by an aver-
age of 19.2 % (1 mSv) from 5.9±1.9 mSv to 4.9±2.1 mSv

with 128-slice DSCT (p<0.001) (Fig. 2). SSDE was lower
with 192-slice DSCT (5.5±1.6 mGy vs. 7.0±1.7 mGy,
p<0.001).

Qualitative analysis

Interreader agreement for subjective image quality was fair for
128-slice DSCT (κ=0.38) and substantial for 192-slice DSCT
(κ=0.66). Image quality significantly increased with 192-slice
DSCT (median score, 2; range 2-3, both readers) compared to
128-slice DSCT (median score, 3; range 2-3, both readers)
(p<0.01, both readers). All images were of diagnostic image
quality, none had a score of 4 or 5 (4 = poor, diagnostic con-
fidence significantly reduced; 5 = unacceptable, non-diagnos-
tic) (Figs. 3 and 4).

Quantitative analysis

Aortoiliac attenuation increased in all locations (ROI1-4) with
192-slice DSCTcompared to 128-slice DSCT (Fig. 5a). Mean
attenuation was significantly higher with 192-slice DSCT
(342±67 HU vs. 268±67 HU, p<0.001), while noise also
increased with 192-slice DSCT (31±5 HU vs. 28±6 HU,

Fig. 1 Vertical scatterplot
demonstrating the distribution of
the automated attenuation-based
tube voltage selections with pre-
vious 128-slice DSCT (A) and
current 192-slice DSCT (B),
showing significantly lower tube
voltages at current scans
(p<0.001)

Fig. 2 Box- and whisker-plot demonstrating a significantly higher mean
effective radiation dose (thick line) for the prior 128-slice DSCT scan (A)
compared to the follow-up 192-slice DSCT scan (B) (p<0.001)
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p<0.05) (Fig. 5b). Mean CNR increased by 19.5 % with 192-
slice DSCT compared to 128-slice DSCT (9.8±2.5 vs. 8.2±
2.9, p<0.01) (Fig. 5c, Table 1). Post hoc power analysis for
CNR revealed a power of 0.72.

The phantom experiment indicated similar noise levels
without significant differences on images reconstructed with
SAFIRE and with ADMIRE at the same strength levels in
both phantom sizes (M: SAFIRE 24.0±3.1, ADMIRE 25.0±
3.4, p=0.90. L: SAFIRE 24.2±2.9, ADMIRE 24.3±3.9, p=
0.87).

Discussion

The aim of this study was to determine the performance
of automated attenuation-based tube voltage selection
with 192-slice DSCT in terms of radiation dose and image
quality in body CTA, given the more flexible options for
tube voltage selection and the higher tube power of the
CT scanner. Thus, we performed an intra-individual com-
parison of these parameters in the same patients who
underwent body CTA with both 192- and 128-slice

DSCT with identical scan protocol and contrast media
protocol settings. By doing so, we could demonstrate that
with 192-slice DSCT the algorithm resulted in lower tube
voltages in most patients (75 %), and consequently was
associated with a reduction of radiation dose by 19 %.
Interestingly, the diagnostic yield of the examinations
was maintained in all patients, while subjective and ob-
jective parameters of image quality were improved.

In most patients tube voltage decreased from 100 kVp
to 90 kVp. In only one patient tube voltage decreased
from 100 kVp to 80 kVp. This highlights the advantage
of the 10 kVp increments in tube voltage leveling in 192-
slice DSCT compared to the 20 kVp increments in the
predecessor 128-slice DSCT. The smaller increments
allowed for a more gradual change in tube voltage, with
more patients benefitting from a lower radiation dose.
Previous studies assessing radiation dose in CTA with
CAREkV compared to a protocol with fixed tube voltage
achieved a dose reduction ranging from 16-56 % [6, 8, 9],
due to lower tube voltage. For example, Goetti et al.,
showed that CAREkV lead to a tube voltage reduction
to 80 kVp in 2.9 % and to 100 kVp in 51.4 %. Our study

Fig. 3 A 49-year old man with a history of type B-dissection of the aorta
imaged for follow- up after conservative treatment. Axial images (W/L
360/70) of a bodyCTA obtainedwith 128-slice DSCTat 100 kVp (A) and
with 192-slice DSCTat 90 kVp (B). Note good image quality of both CT

scans and higher attenuation of the aorta obtained with 192-slice DSCT.
Radiation dose was lower with 192-slice DSCT and 90 kVp (CTDIvol
3.2 mGy vs. 4.7 mGy).

Fig. 4 A 65-year old man with a history of aortoiliac Y-graft
implantation. Axial images (W/L 360/70) of a body CTA acquired with
128-slice DSCTat 100 kVp (A) and with 192-slice DSCTat 90 kVp (B).

Note higher attenuation and thus better subjective image quality with 192-
slice DSCT. The CTDIvol was lower with 192-slice DSCT and 90 kVp
(CTDIvol 3.7 mGy vs. 4.7 mGy)
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adds to the existing literature that the further refinement
of the automated attenuation-based tube voltage selection
algorithm with 192-slice DSCT, enabling incremental
10 kVp steps, has led to a further reduction of tube volt-
ages and hence, of radiation dose of 19.2 %. The CTDIvol
was chosen as the main parameter to compare radiation
between the two CT systems. The number of detector
rows is different between the two CT systems, but given
that both scanners are equipped with a dynamic collima-
tor, the effect of overranging should be negligible. Most
importantly, overranging does influence the DLP but not
the CTDIvol, which was the major radiation dose parame-
ter used for comparison in our study.

Simultaneously with the decreasing tube voltage on
192-slice DSCT, the tube current increased (from the
135 effective mAs to the average151 effective mAs) to
maintain the user-defined image quality of the examina-
tion. However, because radiation dose is proportional to
the tube voltage change to an exponential power ranging
from 2.5-3.1 (depending on patient size) but is proportion-
al to the tube current [20] in a linear manner, the effect of
the lower tube voltage on radiation dose was predominant.
In general, CT systems have certain limits in increasing
the tube current (when lowering the tube voltage) because
of restrictions in tube power. Our study indicates that 192-
slice DSCT, which is equipped with a generator power of
120 kW for each tube - compared to 100 kW per tube in
128-slice DSCT- allowing for low tube voltage imaging in
more patients, since tube current could be increased
further.

Due to imaging at lower mean tube voltage, the atten-
uation of the aorta and iliac arteries in our patients was
higher compared to the prior exam with otherwise identi-
cal contrast injection- and imaging-parameters. This effect
is a consequence of imaging closer to the k-edge of iodine
which was demonstrated also in several previous studies
using fixed lower tube voltage [5, 21]. This implicates the
potential to decrease the amount of intravenous contrast
as an additional advantage of low tube voltage imaging.
Further studies have to be performed to evaluate the low-
est amounts of intravenous contrast that are needed for
each tube voltage in order to fully exploit the advantages

�Fig. 5 Box- and-whisker plots demonstrating lower aortoiliac
attenuation at all four locations (a) on previous 128-slice DSCT images
(A) compared to 192-slice DSCT images (B) (p<0.001). ROI1,
ascending aorta at level of the right pulmonary artery; ROI2,
descending aorta at the level of the right pulmonary artery; ROI3,
abdominal aorta at the level of the origin of the superior mesenteric
artery; ROI4, the left common iliac artery. Mean attenuation (a) and
mean CNR (c) were significantly higher (p<0.001; p<0.01) on 192-
slice (B) compared to previous 128-slice DSCT images (A), while
image noise also increased on 192-slice DSCT (b) (p<0.05)
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of low kV-imaging. Especially because patients with ab-
dominal aortic aneurysms often have coexisting renal dys-
function [22], a reduced amount of intravenous iodinated
contrast would be desirable.

It is important to note that the current study was not aimed
at an optimization of CT protocols for aorto-iliac angiography
with 192-slice DSCT in regard to the lowest possible radiation
and contrast media dose. Given the fact that all CTA studies
were of diagnostic image quality, also those acquired with
128-slice DSCT, the increase in CNR could have been also
invested in a reduction of radiation dose (through, e.g., a re-
duction of the reference tube current), for obtaining CTA ex-
aminations with a maintained - though not improved - image
quality.

We have to acknowledge the following study limita-
tions. First, as mentioned above, this study did not inves-
tigate the full potential of 192-slice DSCT regarding radi-
ation dose reduction of aorto-iliac CTA. In contrast, we
kept all protocol and contrast media parameters constant
among studies for exploiting the performance of automat-
ed attenuation-based tube voltage selection with the new
scanner in combination with the higher tube power.
Certainly, many parameters such as tube current, pitch,
and contrast media amount could be changed in future
studies to further benefit from technical advances and to
achieve further radiation dose reduction. Second, median
time interval between the two CTs was 6 months, and
possible changes of cardiac output could influence atten-
uation, however, the major outcome parameter for this
study was radiation dose, which is comparable since pa-
tient size did not change. Furthermore, as mentioned
above, two different advanced IR algorithms were used.
However, the automated tube voltage selection occurs pri-
or to image reconstruction and, thus, is not influenced by
the reconstruction algorithm. Attenuation values are not
influenced by the reconstruction algorithm, and we dem-
onstrated in the phantom experiment that image noise re-
duction with SAFIRE and ADMIRE are similar at the
same strength level, thus not affecting quantitative results
such as the CNR. Finally, we did not evaluate the accu-
racy of the CTA examinations, since no gold standard
method was available.

In conclusion, our study suggests that automated
attenuation-based tube voltage selection of 192-slice
DSCT for body CTA is associated with an improved sub-
jective and objective image quality as compared to previ-
ous 128-slice DSCT at identical scan and contrast media
protocols, and results in a further radiation dose reduction
of 19 %. Future studies should aim at the separation of the
effect of the ATVS algorithm from other potentially rele-
vant technical parameters such as the detector size and the
IR algorithm.
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